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Monday 
 Package Deal @ 8;30pm 

 August 26 Clear History NEW – HBO 

o A disgraced former marketing executive plots revenge against his former boss 

who made millions from the electric car company he once owned. 

 September 16 BONES @ 8pm 

 September 16 SLEEPY HOLLOW @ 9pm – NEW 

o In this modern-day twist on Washington Irving's classic, ICHABOD CRANE 

(Tom Mison, "Salmon Fishing in the Yemen") is resurrected and pulled two and a 

half centuries through time to find that the world is on the brink of destruction and 

that he is humanity's last hope, forcing him to team up with a contemporary police 

officer (Nicole Beharie, "42," "Shame," "American Violet") to unravel a mystery 

that dates back to the founding fathers 

 September 23 Castle @ 10pm 

 September 23 Blacklisted @ 10pm - NEW 

o Raymond "Red" Reddington, one of the FBI's most wanted fugitives, surrenders 

in person at FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C. He claims that he and the FBI 

have the same interests: bringing down dangerous criminals and terrorists. 

Reddington will cooperate, but insists that he will speak only to Elizabeth Keen, a 

rookie FBI profiler. Keen questions Reddington's sudden interest in her, though 

he claims that Keen is very special. After the FBI brings down a terrorist he 

provided information on, Reddington reveals that the terrorist is only just the first 

of many. In the last two decades, he made a list of criminals and terrorists he 

believes the FBI can not find because they did not know they exist and that they 

matter the most. Reddington calls it "The Blacklist". 

 September 23 How I Met Your Mother @ 8pm 

 September 23 2 Broke Girls @ 9pm 

 September 23 Mom @ 9:30pm – NEW 

o Centers on Christy, a newly sober single mom who tries to pull her life together in 

Napa Valley.  

 September 23 HOSTAGES @ 10pm – NEW 

o The family of a doctor, who will be doing surgery on the United States President, 

is taken hostage by a rogue FBI agent. She is ordered by the kidnappers to 

assassinate the President in order to save her family. 

 September 30 WE ARE MEN  @ 8;30pm – NEW 

o A young guy finds camaraderie living among the more experienced guys he meets 

in a short-term rental complex.  

 October 07 Heart of Dixie @ 8pm 

 October 07 Beauty and Beast @ 9pm 

 November 4 ALMOST HUMAN @ 8pm – NEW 

o Executive-produced by Emmy Award winner J.J. Abrams ("Fringe," "Lost," the 

"Star Trek" and "Mission: Impossible" franchises) and creator J.H. Wyman 
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("Fringe," "The Mexican") and starring Karl Urban ("Star Trek") and Michael 

Ealy ("Sleeper Cell," "Common Law"), ALMOST HUMAN is a high-tech, high-

stakes action drama set 35 years in the future, when police officers are partnered 

with highly evolved human-like androids. An unlikely partnership is forged when 

a part-machine cop (Urban) is forced to pair with a part-human robot (Ealy) as 

they fight crime in a futuristic new world 

 February 24 INTELLIGENCE @ 10pm – NEW 

o Gabriel (Holloway) is a Cyber Command agent (and possible Ralph Lauren male 

model) with a special tech upgrade implanted in his brain. A microchip allows 

him to tap into "the information grid," which means he can access data satellites, 

the internet, radio, and the other invisible information that flies through the air 

straight from his brain! It's like Google Glass, minus the fashion disaster. He's 

basically the government's most prized weapon, but his human instincts get in the 

way of him being 100-percent cooperative. To keep him in line and give him 

someone to flirt with, Gabriel's no-fun boss Lillian (Helgenberger) assigns him a 

pretty handler/babysitter (Ory). Lots of people who don't speak English get shot. 

 

Tuesday  

 August 27 King and Maxwell @ 10pm – NEW 

o Sean King (Jon Tenney) and Michelle Maxwell (Rebecca Romijn) aren’t your 

typical pair of private investigators. Both are former Secret Service agents, and 

their unique skills – not to mention their quick wit and chemistry – often give 

them a leg up on suspects and conventional law enforcement. 

o With her striking beauty, athletic prowess and Beltway connections, Maxwell is a 

formidable investigator, determined to prove herself after being forced to resign 

from the Secret Service. King, a recovering alcoholic with a passion for romance 

novels, lost his job with the Secret Service when the presidential candidate he was 

assigned to protect was assassinated. Now, his background as a lawyer gives him 

a keen insight into the legal ins and outs necessary to do his job better than just 

about anyone. 

o King & Maxwell also stars Michael O’Keefe (Michael Clayton) as Rigby and 

Chris Butler (The Good Wife) as Carter, two FBI agents who occasionally cross 

paths with King and Maxwell. In addition, Ryan Hurst (Sons of Anarchy,TNT’s 

Wanted) stars as Edgar Roy, a savant who helps King and Maxwell solve cases. 

 September 03 Football Life 

 September 03 Cold Justice  

o From Law & Order mastermind Dick Wolf comes this unscripted docu-drama 

procedural that follows two top female investigators as they attempt to solve cold 

cases. Each week, former prosecutor Kelly Siegler and crime-scene investigator 

Yolanda McClary re-examine evidence, question suspects and witnesses and 

chase down leads in order to bring closure to unsolved small-town murders. 
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 September 17 DADS @ 8pm – NEW 

o Kicking off the night is DADS, the new live-action, multi-camera comedy from 

Emmy Award winner Seth MacFarlane, Alec Sulkin and Wellesley Wild ("Ted," 

FAMILY GUY) that stars Emmy Award winner Seth Green (FAMILY GUY) and 

Emmy Award nominee Giovanni Ribisi ("My Name is Earl," "Ted") as two 

successful gaming entrepreneurs - and childhood best friends - whose lives get 

turned upside down when their pain-in-the-neck patriarchs (Martin Mull, "Two 

and a Half Men") and Academy Award and Emmy Award nominee Peter Riegert, 

"The Good Wife," "The Sopranos") move in. 

 September 17 BROOKLYN NINE-NINE @ 8;30 –NEW 

o Emmy Award-winning writer/producers Dan Goor and Michael Schur ("Parks 

and Recreation") and starring Emmy Award winners Andy Samberg ("Saturday 

Night Live") and Andre Braugher ("Men of a Certain Age," "Homicide: Life on 

the Street"), is a new single-camera workplace comedy about what happens when 

a hotshot detective (Samberg) gets a new captain (Braugher) with a lot to prove. 

 September 17 NEW GIRL – 9pm 

 September 17 THE MINDY PROJECT – 9;30pm 

 September 24 MARVEL'S AGENTS OF S.H.I.E.L.D. @ 8pm – NEW 

o The missions of the Strategic Homeland Intervention, Enforcement and Logistics 

Division.  

 September 24 NCIS @ 8pm 

 September 24 THE GOLDBERGS @ 9pm – NEW 

o The show is set in the 1980s and follows The Goldberg family. The single-camera 

series stars Wendi McLendon-Covey as classic overprotective matriarch mother 

Beverly, her husband Murray, and three children. 

 September 24 NCIS: Los Angeles @ 9pm 

 September 24 TROPHY WIFE @ 9:30pm – NEW 

o The series revolves around the life of a reformed party girl who ends up marrying 

a guy after she meets him at a karaoke bar. In the process, she finds herself 

dealing with his two ex-wives and their children, along with the chaos she has to 

deal with when it comes to trying to blend in with this complicated family that she 

married into. 

 September 24 LUCKY 7   @ 10pm- NEW 

o A group of seven gas station employees in Queens, New York, play the lottery 

every week and dream about what they would do with the winnings. When they 

do finally hit the jackpot, the coworkers learn that money may solve some 

problems, but it creates new ones. 

 September 24 Person of Interest @ 10pm 

 September 24 Chicago Fire @ 10pm 

 September 24 Fangasm @ 10pm - NEW 

 October 16 Supernatural @ 9pm 

 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2364582/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
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Wednesday 

 August 29 Cheer Perfection  

 September 04 Ghost Mine @ 10pm – NEW 

o American paranormal television series that premiered on January 16, 2013 in the 

United States on Syfy channel.
[1]

 The series features a group of hard rock miners 

searching for gold in Oregon's Crescent Mine. Two paranormal investigators 

accompany them in an attempt to determine if the location is haunted. 

 September 11 THE X FACTOR @ 8pm 

 September 11 MASTERCHEF @ 9pm 

 September 18 Survivor @ 8pm 

 September 19 GLEE @ 9pm 

 September 25 Revolution @ 8pm 

 September 25 The Middle @ 8pm 

 September  25 BACK IN THE GAME @ 8:30pm – NEW 

o Centers on Terry Gannon, a recently divorced single mother who temporarily 

moves in with her estranged father, a beer-swilling former baseball player. She 

reluctantly starts coaching her son's underdog Little League team and is drawn 

back into the world of sports she vowed to leave behind.  

 September 25 Law & Order SVU @ 9pm 

 September 25 Modern Family @ 9pm 

 September 25 Criminal Minds @ 9pm 

 September 25 Nashville @ 10pm 

 September 25 CSI: Crime Scene Investigation @ 10pm 

 October 02 SUPER FUN NIGHT @ 9:30- NEW 

o Kimmie (Wilson), Helen-Alice (Ash), and Marika (Lapira) are a trio of single 

besties who have a history of spending every Friday night together for "Super Fun 

Night," an evening full of drinking, theme costumes, and dancing in one of their 

apartments. Alone. However, when Kimmie gets a promotion and taps on the 

window of the cool crowd, their lives start to change as they begin to explore the 

outside world... and maybe even date? But should they even be outside, or should 

they just stay inside their self-created social bubble?  

 October 02 Ironside @ 10pm – NEW 

o Centers on Robert T. Ironside, a tough, sexy and acerbic police detective 

relegated to a wheelchair after a shooting who is hardly limited by his disability as 

he pushes and prods his hand-picked team to solve the most difficult cases.  

 October 09 Arrow @ 8pm 

 October 09 The Tomorrow People @ 9pm – NEW 

o Based on the original British television series of the same name, the series follows 

a group of young people who possess powers as the result of human evolution.
[4]
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Thursday 

 August 29 Royal Pains @ 10pm 

 September 26 Park and Rec @ 8pm 

 September 26 Big Bang Theory @ 8pm 

 September 26 THE MILLERS @ 8:30pm – NEW 

o Will Arnett) informs his parents of his recent divorce, his father (Beau Bridges) 

follows suit and leaves his wife (Margo Martindale) of forty-three years, 

complicating Nathan's life. 

 September 26 Grey’s Anatomy (special two-hour premiere) – 9pm 

 September 26 THE CRAZY ONES @ 9pm – NEW 

o Chicago, the series follows the lives of the people who work for the Roberts & 

Roberts advertising agency, headed by Simon Roberts, a successful, yet 

unpredictable genius, and his daughter Sydney Roberts, who is more reasonable 

and determined to make a name for herself. Despite being polar opposites, the 

twosome have managed to use unusual ways to win or keep clients, even if the 

people who they work with think they're crazy to pull it off, especially if it's from 

their boss, Simon. 

Follows Zach Cropper, a confident and charming copywriter at the ad agency run 

by Simon and his daughter, Sydne  

 September 26 Two and a Half Men @ 9:30pm 

 September 26 Elementary @ 10pm 

 September 26 The Michael J Fox Show@ 9:30pm – NEW 

o A comedy inspired by the life of Michael J. Fox.  

 September 25 Parenthood @ 10pm 

 October 03 Welcome to the Family @ 8:30pm – NEW 

o Chronicles how cultures collide when a white family and a Latino family are 

bonded together by their children who fall in love followed quickly by an 

unplanned pregnancy. 

 October 03 Sean Saves the World @ 9pm – NEW 

o Centers on Sean, who must figure out how to parent his 14-year-old daughter, 

who just moved in, while navigating a temperamental new boss at work.  

 October 03 The Originals @ 9pm – NEW - scheduled night Tuesday, October 8 @ 8pm  

 October 03 Scandal @ 10pm 

 October 10 Vampire Diaries @ 8pm 

 October 10 Reign @ 9pm – NEW 

o Watch as a 15-year-old Mary Queen of Scots (Adelaide Kane) arrives in France, 

betrothed to Prince Frances (Toby Regbo). She must survive fierce foes, dark 

forces and a world of sexual intrigue. Outlaw's Stephanie Sengupta and CSI: 

Miami's Laurie McCarthy will write and executive-produce. Celina Sinden, 

Torrance Coombs, Jenessa Grant, Anna Popplewell, Megan Follows, Rossif 

Sutherland and Caitlin Stasey will also star. 

 October 10 ONCE UPON A TIME IN WONDERLAND @ 10pm – NEW 
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o In Victorian London, the young and beautiful Alice tells a tale of a strange new 

land that exists on the other side of a rabbit hole. An invisible cat, a hookah-

smoking caterpillar and playing cards that talk are just some of the fantastic things 

she's seen during this impossible adventure. Surely this girl must be insane. Her 

doctors aim to cure her with a treatment that will make her forget everything. 

Alice seems ready to put it all behind her – especially the painful memory of the 

genie she fell in love with and lost forever, the handsome and mysterious Cyrus – 

but deep down she knows this world is real and just in the nick of time, the 

sardonic Knave of Hearts and the irrepressible White Rabbit save her from a 

doomed fate. 

 

Friday 
 September 13 Haven @ 10pm 

 September 20 MASTERCHEF JUNIOR @ 8pm – NEW 

o The new culinary competition series for talented kids gives budding cooks 

between the ages of eight and 13 the opportunity to showcase their talent, culinary 

smarts and passion for food through a series of delicious challenges and cook-

offs. Award-winning chef Gordon Ramsay, restaurateur and winemaker Joe 

Bastianich (Del Posto, Eataly) and acclaimed chef Graham Elliot (Graham Elliot, 

Graham Elliot Bistro) coach and encourage the promising hopefuls to cook like 

pros and teach them the tricks of the trade along the way. 

 September 20 Last Man Standing @ 8pm 

 September 20 The Neighbors @ 8:30pm 

 September Shark Tank @ 9pm 

 September 27 Undercover Boss @ 8pm 

 September 27 Hawaii-Five 0 @ 9pm 

 September 27 Blue Bloods @ 10pm 

 October 25 Carrie Diaries @ 8pm 

 October 25 Grim @ 9pm 

 October 25 Dracula @ 10pm – NEW 

o It's the late 19th century, and the mysterious Dracula has arrived in London, 

posing as an American entrepreneur who wants to bring modern science to 

Victorian society. He's especially interested in the new technology of electricity, 

which promises to brighten the night - useful for someone who avoids the sun. 

But he has another reason for his travels: he hopes to take revenge on those who 

cursed him with immortality centuries earlier. Everything seems to be going 

according to plan... until he becomes infatuated with a woman who appears to be 

a reincarnation of his dead wife. 

 November 08 BONES – 8pm – Moved to new night 

 November 08 RAISING HOPE – 9pm 

 November 09 ENLISTED – 9:30pm – NEW 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_era
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Once_Upon_a_Time_in_Wonderland
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o Written and created by Kevin Biegel ("Cougar Town," "Scrubs") and starring 

Geoff Stults ("Ben and Kate," "The Finder"), Chris Lowell ("Private Practice," 

"Veronica Mars") and Parker Young ("Suburgatory"), ENLISTED is an irreverent 

single-camera comedy about an older sibling who returns home to reconnect with 

his two brothers and lead a group of misfits on a small Florida Army base. 

Saturday 
 September 28 48 Hours @ 10pm 

 

 

Sunday 
 September 01 Copper @ 9pm 

 September 29 60 Minutes @ 7pm 

 September 29 THE SIMPSONS @ 8pm 

 September 29 Amazing Race @ 8pm 

 September 29 Once Upon a Time @ 8pm 

 September 29 BOB'S BURGERS @  8:30pm 

 September 29 FAMILY GUY @ 9pm 

 September 29 Revenge @ 9pm 

 September 29 The Good Wife @ 9pm 

 September 29 AMERICAN DAD @ 9;30pm 

 September 29 The Mentalist @ 10pm 

 September 29 Homeland @ 9pm 

 September 29 Master of Sex @ 10pm – NEW 

o Michael Sheen and acclaimed actress Lizzy Caplan star in a new drama series that 

chronicles the unusual lives and romance of William Masters and Virginia 

Johnson, the pioneers of the science of human sexuality. Their research took them 

from a midwestern teaching hospital in St. Louis to the cover of Time magazine 

and nearly a dozen appearances on Johnny Carson's couch. Created by Michelle 

Ashford, the series also stars Caitlin Fitzgerald, Nicholas D'Agosto and Teddy 

Sears. Beau Bridges, Allison Janney and Margo Martindale will recur 

 September 29 BETRAYAL @ 10pm – NEW 

o The series stars Hannah Ware as Sara Hayward, a beautiful photographer, who 

begins an affair with Jack McAllister, a lawyer for a powerful family. Both 

unhappily married to other people, Jack and Sara find themselves drawn to one 

another. The premise also revolves around a murder trial, which involves both of 

them on separate sides which makes things even more complicated. 

 September 29 Hello ladies @ 10;30 NEW – HBO 

o HBO presents Hello Ladies, starring, co-written, directed and executive produced 

by Stephen Merchant about a bumbling English transplant who struggles to find 

love in Los Angeles. 
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 October 05 Witches of East End – NEW 

o Based on the bestselling 2011 novel of the same name, this series is set in 

modern-day Long Island and follows Joanna Beauchamp (Julia Ormond) and her 

two adult daughters (Jenna Dewan-Tatum and Rachel Boston), both of whom 

have no clue they are their family's next generation of witches. The truth comes 

out when one daughter becomes engaged to a young, wealthy newcomer. 

Madchen Amick also stars as Joanna's devious sister. Maggie Friedman 

(Dawson's Creek, Eastwick) will write and executive-produce. 

 

No Dates for the following 
 

 NBC – Crisis - NEW 

o Centers on an idealistic Secret Service agent who finds himself at the center of an 

international crisis on his first day on the job. In his search for the truth, he will 

have to cross moral and legal lines as he navigates the highest levels of power and 

corruption. 

 NBC Believe – NEW 

o Believe is about an unlikely relationship between a gifted young girl and a man 

sprung from prison who has been tasked with protecting her from the evil 

elements that hunt her power.  

 NBC – About A Boy – NEW 

o Successful songwriter and bachelor Will Freeman lives a carefree life as the 

"ultimate man-child". His perfect world is turned upside down when single mom 

Fiona and her 11-year-old son Marcus move in next door. 

 NBC – Growing up Fisher – NEW 

o A son idolizes his blind father and is bemused by his mother's newfound 

adolescence as he watches his family come closer together post-divorce. 

 NBC – Crossbones – NEW 

o Set during the golden age of piracy in the 1700s and centers on legendary pirate 

Blackbeard.  

 SYFRY – Helix – NEW 

 NBC – American Dream Builders – NEW 

o Two teams of designers, builders, architects and landscapers compete head-to-

head each week on extreme home renovations. The transformations will be judged 

by a panel of experts including Nate Berkus, who also serves as host. The losing 

team will send home a player each week leading up to the live finale, when a 

winner is crowned and two homes will be given away to two lucky viewers. Craig 

Plestis (Minute to Win It) and Tom Shelly (Survivor) will executive-produce. 

 NBC – Food Fighters – NEW 

 NBC – Chicago PD – NEW 

o This Chicago Fire spin-off from Dick Wolf focuses on the Chicago Police 

Department's uniformed cops and Intelligence Unit. Jason Beghe and Jon Seda 

will star, along with Tania Ramonde, Scott Eastwood, Melissa Sagemiller and 
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Kelly Blatz. The new characters will be introduced in the final episodes of 

Chicago Fire's freshman season.. 

 NBC- Night Shift – NEW 

o Think M*A*S*H-meets-ER. A motley crew of rogue ex-Army surgeons bring 

humor and rock-n-roll energy to the night shift at a chaotic trauma center in San 

Antonio, Texas. 90210 scribes Gabe Sachs and Jeff Judah will write and 

executive-produce with Taken's Pierre Morel. Freddy Rodriguez (Six Feet 

Under), Jeananne Goossen, Brendan Fehr, Brigid Brannagh, Jill Flint (Royal 

Pains), Ken Leung (Lost), Robert Bailey, Jr. and J.R. Lemon will star. 

 NBC – Updateable – NEW 

o A group of friends, dubbed the "Undateables," welcome a more confident guy 

(Chris D'Elia) to their fold. Due Date scribe Adam Sztykiel will write and 

executive-produce with Cougar Town's Bill Lawrence. Brent Morin, Matthew 

Wilkas, Briga Heelan, Bianca Kajlich, Ron Funches and Rick Glassman will co-

star. 

 CW – The 100 – NEW 

o Nearly a century after a nuclear war has destroyed civilization, a spaceship sends 

100 juvenile delinquents back to Earth to investigate the possibility of re-

colonizing. Based on the forthcoming Kass Morgan book of the same name, Jason 

Rothenberg will write and executive-produce with Leslie Morgenstein and Gina 

Girolamo. Henry Ian Cusick, Isaiah Washington, Paige Turco, Kelly Hu, Thomas 

McDonell, Eli Goree, Eliza Taylor, Christopher Larkin, Marie Avgeropoulos and 

Bob Morley will star. 

 CBS – Bad Teacher – NEW 

o Based on the Cameron Diaz film, a sexy, foul-mouthed divorcée (Ari 

Graynor) becomes a teacher to find her next husband. Happy Endings scribe 

Hilary Winston will write and executive-produce with Bad Teacher producers Lee 

Eisenberg and Gene Stupnitsky. Ryan Hansen, Sara Gilbert, Kristin Davis, Sara 

Rodier, Caitlin Kimball, Katie Walder and David Alan Grier will co-star 

 ABC – Killer Woman – NEW 

o Centers on Molly Parker, the only woman in the notoriously male Texas Rangers, 

a ballsy, beautiful badass who knows how to get to the truth and isn't afraid to 

ruffle a few feathers on her way there.  

 FOX – Gang related – NEW 

o Revolves around Ryan Lopez, a gang member sent in to infiltrate the San 

Francisco Police Department and rise through its ranks who must balance his 

obligations to his crime family, the gang from his old neighborhood, with an 

increasing sense of loyalty to his new family, the SFPD's Gang Task Force 

 CBS – Friends With Better Lives - NEW 

o The grass is always greener or is it? Six thirty-something friends at different 

stages in their lives are happy on the surface but each secretly question if the other 

have it better. Andi and Bobby are married with kids but at times long for the 

days they had less responsibility. Recently divorced, Will preaches the bachelor 
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lifestyle yet quietly wishes his marriage had worked. Still high on the newness of 

their relationship, Jules and Lowell look at marriage as the Holy Grail and wonder 

if they have what it takes to make it. And finally, successful, career-minded Kate 

may take a swan dive into the L.A. River if she finds our her last remaining single 

friend is getting married.7 

 ABC – Mind Games – NEW 

o From Awake's creator Kyle Killen, the project is a provocative workplace 

ensemble about the complicated relationship between two brothers — Steve 

Zahn and Christian Slater — who head an agency that uses the real science of 

human motivation and manipulation to solve its clients' problems. Megalyn 

Echikunwoke, Gregory Marcel, Wynn Everett and Cedric Sanders will also star. 

Ron Rifkin will guest-star 

 ABC – Mixology – NEW 

o Set in a sexy Manhattan bar, the high-concept comedy from the writers of The 

Hangover chronicles the exploits of singles in search of love all over the course of 

one night. Jon Lucas and Scott Moore will write and executive-produce. Kate 

Simses, Sarah Bolger, Adam Campbell, Vanessa Lengies, Alexis Carra, Ginger 

Gonzaga, Craig Frank, Blake Lee, Adan Canto and Andrew Santino will star. 

 FOX – Rake – NEW 

o Greg Kinnear stars as a brilliant, charming defense attorney whose biggest 

challenges all exist outside the courtroom — money owed to the IRS and a 

bookie, overlapping affairs, a cranky kid and his exhausted ex-wife.  

 CBS – Reckless – NEW 

o A sultry legal show set in Charleston, S.C., where a gorgeous Yankee litigator 

(Anna Wood) and a Southern city attorney (Cam Gigandet) struggle to hide their 

intense attraction while clashing amidst a police sex scandal. What About Brian 

creator Dana Stevens will write and executive-produce with Ghost Whisperer 

producers Ian Sander and Kim Moses. Michael Gladis, Shawn Hatosy, Kim 

Wayans, Georgina Haig, Gregory Harrison and Adam Rodriguez will also star. 

 ABC – Resurrection- NEW 

o What happens when the people you have mourned and buried suddenly appear on 

your doorstep as if not a day's gone by? The lives of the people of Arcadia are 

forever changed when their deceased loved ones... return! Based on the novel by 

Jason Mott, the pilot is written by Criminal Minds' Aaron Zelman. Matt Craven, 

Frances Fisher, Samaire Armstrong, Sam Hazeldine, Nicholas Gonzalez, Devin 

Kelley, Mark Hildreth, Landon Gimenez, Omar Epps and Kurtwood 

Smith will star. 

 CW – Start-Crossed – NEW 

o An epic romance ignites between a human girl (Aimee Teegarden) and an alien 

boy (Matt Lanter) when he and eight others of his kind start attending high school 

in the suburbs. The Good Wife's Meredith Averill will write and executive-

produce with Mission: Impossible — Ghost Protocol producer Josh Appelbaum. 
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Grey Damon, Malese Jow, Natalie Hall, Titus Makin Jr., Greg Finley, Maggie 

Elizabeth Jones and Chelsea Gilligan will also star. 

 FOX – Surviving Jack – NEW 

o Based on the book I Suck At Girls, the comedy follows Jack Dunlevy 

(Christopher Meloni) as he juggles fathering a newborn and a teenager (Connor 

Buckley) — in a pre-Google world. S#*! My Dad Says duo Justin Halpern and 

Patrick Schumacker will write and executive-produce with Cougar Town's Bill 

Lawrence. Claudia Lee, Alex Kapp Horner, Tyler Foden and Kevin Hernandez 

will co-star. 

 FOX – Us and Them – NEW 

o A couple's (Jason Ritter and Alexis Bledel) long-distance, budding romance is 

constantly disrupted by their friends and family in this comedy based on the 

British series Gavin and Stacey. David Rosen (I Just Want My Pants Back) will 

write and executive-produce. Dustin Ybarra, Kerri Kenney-Silver, Jane 

Kaczmarek, Kurt Fuller and Ashlie Atkinson will also star. 

 

I know these are coming back but WHEN 
 

 FX – The Americans 

 Dallas 

 Falling Sky 

 Client List 

 Bomb Girls 

 Arctic Air 

 Hannibal 

 Normal 

 Motive 

 Orphan Black 
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